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Red Hat Linux Networking and System Administration (With CD-ROM)Red Hat, 2002
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Networking and System Administration
Reviewed by the experts at Red Hat, this in-depth guide delivers all the know-how you need to set up and manage a state-of-the-art Linux network.    

Red Hat Linux experts Terry Collings and Kurt Wall start with the basics—network planning and Red...
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Spidering HacksO'Reilly, 2003
Written for developers, researchers, technical assistants, librarians, and power users, Spidering Hacks provides expert tips on spidering and scraping methodologies. You'll begin with a crash course in spidering concepts, tools (Perl, LWP, out-of-the-box utilities), and ethics (how to know when you've gone too far:...
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Spss Programming And Data Management: A Guide for Spss And Sas UsersSpss, 2005
Experienced data analysts know that a successful analysis or meaningful report often requires more work in acquiring, merging, and transforming data than in specifying the analysis or report itself. SPSS contains powerful tools for accomplishing and automating these tasks. While much of this capability is available through the graphical user...
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Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 R2Sybex, 2009
Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product, including planning and installation, upgrading Systems Management Server 2003, deploying software and operating systems, security, monitoring and troubleshooting, and automating and customizing SCCM 2007 with scripts.
...
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Cloud Computing: Automating the Virtualized Data Center (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2011

	Cloud computing is a paradigm shift in the IT industry similar to the displacement of local electric generators with the electric grid, providing utility computing, and it is changing the nature of competition within the computer industry. There are over a hundred companies that claim they can provide cloud services....
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Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 2013Sybex, 2013

	A unique, comprehensive guide to creating custom apps with VBA


	Automating computing tasks to increase productivity is a goal for businesses of all sizes. Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is a version of Visual Basic designed to be easily understandable for novice programmers, but still powerful enough for IT professionals...
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Mastering Python Scripting for System Administrators: Write scripts and automate them for real-world administration tasks using PythonPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Leverage the features and libraries of Python to administrate your environment efficiently.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to solve problems of system administrators and automate routine activities
	
			Learn to handle regular expressions, network administration
	...
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SPSS Programming and Data ManagementSpss, 2006

	Experienced data analysts know that a successful analysis or meaningful report often
	requires more work in acquiring, merging, and transforming data than in specifying
	the analysis or report itself. SPSS contains powerful tools for accomplishing and
	automating these tasks. While much of this capability is available through the...
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ASP.NET MVC 4 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (The Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2013

	ASP.NET MVC 4 Recipes is a practical guide for developers creating modern web applications, cutting through the complexities of ASP.NET, jQuery, Knockout.js and HTML 5 to provide straightforward solutions to common web development problems using proven methods based on best practices. The problem-solution approach gets you in,...
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IBM Rational(R) ClearCase(R), Ant, and CruiseControl: The Java(TM) Developer's Guide to Accelerating and Automating the Build ProcessIBM Press, 2006
Optimize your entire Java build and release process with ClearCase®, Ant, and CruiseControl

Better builds mean better software. Effective, regular build processes accelerate development and improve quality, helping you identify small...
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Microsoft  Office Excel  2007 Visual Basic  for Applications Step by Step (BPG-step by Step)Microsoft Press, 2007
 Experience learning made easy, and quickly teach yourself Microsoft Office Excel 2007 Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)--one step at a time! Work at your own pace through the easy numbered steps and practice files, and master the fundamentals for using VBA to create custom software solutions and automating tasks in Excel 2007--no developer...
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SQL Tips and TechniquesPremier Press, 2002
Beginning with tips for the person who is programming with SQL for the first time, SQL Tips and Techniques grows with your skills. You can start with Tip 1, "Understanding the Definition of a Database," and by the last Tip, "Displaying Image Data Stored Within a SQL Table," you will have covered all aspects of...
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